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Just in Time for the Holidays!
Hang a family photo gallery with ease using StoreSMART’s New

Sticky Photo Frames
‘Tis the season to snap, display, and share photos of family and friends! Turn almost any
surface at home, in the office or even in your car into a photo gallery with StoreSMART
Sticky Photo Frames.
They’re as safe and easy to use as sticky notes. Post, arrange, and rearrange photos as
many times as you like on almost any surface. They won’t mar walls. And they make
wonderful, economical gifts and stocking stuffers that will delight all the photo lovers in
your life.
These clever StoreSMART Sticky Photo Frames hold strongly, yet remove quickly in an
instant. They can adhere to a stainless steel fridge that doesn’t hold magnets, or at work
on cubicle walls. Send them along with the kids to decorate their college dorm rooms, or
to senior living apartments to cheer someone you love with a moveable collage of
favorite family images.
Choose from two attractive styles, a clear backing (so your photos look as if they are
floating on the surface) or a shiny black backing (for a neat, framed appearance).
Each StoreSMART Photo Frame is made of sturdy 8-gauge vinyl and can hold photos
4” x 6”, 5” x 7”, 8” x 10” and 8 ½” x 11” in either portrait or landscape formats.
Sticky Photo Frames are damage free for:
Laminated desks and tables
Windows, doors, and, glass surfaces
Wallpaper and painted walls
Stainless steel and metal refrigerators
Office cubicle walls and desks
(NOTE: Not for use on real wooden products)
To obtain FREE samples for review by your publication, contact Stan@Storesmart.com
or call 800-424-1011 x 9208. See www.StoreSMART.com/Press for high-resolution
publication images.
StoreSMART.com has been bringing quality products and services for storage,
organization, display, filing, and distribution since 1971. The StoreSMART catalog is
brimming with new products for every application to help you stay and get organized.
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